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ABSTRACT
Clustering is a fundamental task in machine learning. One of the most successful and broadly
used algorithms is DBSCAN, a density-based clustering algorithm. DBSCAN requires -nearest
neighbor graphs of the input dataset, which are computed with range-search algorithms and spatial
data structures like KD-trees. Despite many efforts to design scalable implementations for DBSCAN,
existing work is limited to low-dimensional datasets, as constructing -nearest neighbor graphs is
expensive in high-dimensions. In this paper, we modify DBSCAN to enable use of κ-nearest neighbor
graphs of the input dataset. The κ-nearest neighbor graphs are constructed using approximate
algorithms based on randomized projections. Although these algorithms can become inaccurate or
expensive in high-dimensions, they possess a much lower memory overhead than constructing -
nearest neighbor graphs (O(nk) vs. O(n2)). We delineate the conditions under which kNN-DBSCAN
produces the same clustering as DBSCAN. We also present an efficient parallel implementation of
the overall algorithm using OpenMP for shared memory and MPI for distributed memory parallelism.
We present results on up to 16 billion points in 20 dimensions, and perform weak and strong scaling
studies using synthetic data. Our code is efficient in both low and high dimensions. We can cluster
one billion points in 3D in less than one second on 28K cores on the Frontera system at the Texas
Advanced Computing Center (TACC). In our largest run, we cluster 65 billion points in 20 dimensions
in less than 40 seconds using 114,688 x86 cores on TACC’s Frontera system. Also, we compare with
a state of the art parallel DBSCAN code; on 20d/4M point dataset, our code is up to 37× faster.
1 Introduction
Given a set I of n points, {pi}ni=1, pi ∈ Rd, we seek a mapping from I to C := {1, . . . , c} that groups I in c different
clusters. The dimensionality d of the dataset plays a critical role in determining the difficulty of the clustering task.
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [1] is one of the most popular and practical
algorithms for clustering in metric spaces. Its popularity is due to its many attractive properties: DBSCAN rests on a
strong theoretical foundation [2]. Unlike k-means [3], it is not iterative, doesn’t require initialization, and has only two
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Fig. 1. Clustering results using kNN-DBSCAN (middle row) and k-means (bottom row). Such datasets (top row) cannot
be clustered by hyperplanes. (The parameters for these runs are discussed in §3.)
hyperparameters. It can automatically detect and ignore noisy points in the dataset. Compared to simpler algorithms
like k-means [4], DBSCAN can also cluster points that are not linearly separable. Figure 1 shows such an example. But
DBSCAN is more complicated, more expensive, and less scalable than k-means. k-means is quite easy to implement
and scales asO(dcn/P +logP ), where P is the number of MPI processes [5]. For existing DBSCAN implementations
the complexity can reach O(dn2/P ), for large d [6, 7].
First, let us give a brief outline of the DBSCAN. The algorithm starts by constructing a weighted -Nearest-
Neighbor Graph (-NNG) of the input points. Vertices in -NNG correspond to points in I. An edge Eij between
two vertices i, j exists if ‖pi − pj‖ ≤  and is weighted by ‖pi − pj‖. DBSCAN relies on the fact that the -NNG
is an undirected graph. Given the -NNG, it finds its Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) and then finds the connected
components in the MST [8]. These components are the desired clustering. (In fact, not all points are used to construct the
MST; we give details in §2.1.) The main shortcoming of DBSCAN is that it requires the -NNG of I; constructing it in
high dimensions is expensive. For example, exhaustive range search per point requiresO(dn2) work. In low dimensions,
tree data structures [9] provably accelerate this to O(dn log n). But in high-dimensions the complexity of such searches
approaches O(dn2) [10, 7]. In addition, the structure of -NNG is increasingly sensitive to  with increasing dimension:
small perturbations in  can turn a very sparse graph to a very dense one. Furthermore, constructing the MST and
finding connected components of directed graphs in parallel is non-trivial.
Contributions: To enable density clustering of high-dimensional datasets we propose a DBSCAN algorithm that
uses an approximate k-Nearest-Neighbor graph (k-NNG) of I capitalizing in advances in randomized nearest neighbor
search algorithms [11, 10]. For the exact k-NNG, an edge Eij between vertices i, j exists if and only if pj is in the
k-nearest neighbor list of i. Notice that k-NNG is a directed graph—in contrast to -NNG. The main reason we opt for
k-NNG is that we can provably control the work and memory complexity. That is, memory requirements for k-NNG
always remain O(nk), whereas for -NNG can explode to O(n2) [7]. Instead of running out of memory or creating
severe load imbalance as is often the case with -NNG, k-NNG only suffers from a loss in accuracy. But convenient as
k-NNG is, DBSCAN requires a symmetric -NNG. To circumvent this, we introduce kNN-DBSCAN that uses the
k-NNG. Working with the k-NNG graph requires significant changes in the clustering algorithm.
Our main contributions are (1) the theoretical analysis of the new kNN-DBSCAN algorithm that uses the asymmetric
k-NNG and its relation to the -NNG DBSCAN, (2) the introduction of an inexact logal MST algorithm that provably
produces a correct clustering, (3) a shared and distributed parallel implementation, and (4) the empirical evaluation of
2
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Fig. 2. Strong scaling results on a 32 dimensional dataset of 64 million points, with four MPI ranks (1 rank/socket,
28 cores/socket) to 256 MPI ranks (y-axis, breakdown of wall-clock time in seconds on the left, average of edge cut
between two ranks). Number in red along the x-axis is the number of cores. The run was done on TACC’s Frontera,
details in §3.
kNN-DBSCAN using synthetic and industrial datasets (two MNIST variants and CIFAR10). We also compare to the
PDBSCAN [12, 13]. In §2.1, we give the details of kNN-DBSCAN and discuss the conditions under which it produces
the same result as DBSCAN.
We use the open-source GOFMM library [14, 15] for constructing an approximate k-NNG of I. GOFMM is based
on a randomized projection tree algorithm [16], whose performance depends only on the intrinsic dimensionality of the
dataset, not the ambient one: If the dataset has a low intrinsic dimension, then randomized projection trees converge
asymptotically using O(dn log n) work and O(dnk) memory [11]. Otherwise, we can either control the accuracy or
work complexity—but not both; the work complexity can become O(dn2). The memory requirements are always
O(nk). All our calculations are done using Euclidean distances.
Our implementation uses a lock-free shared memory algorithm (using OpenMP) and an MPI-based distributed
algorithm. To minimize communication costs, we also use an approximate MST algorithm (as opposed to the correct
MST of the graph). We show that this approximation doesn’t change the clustering result (§2.2). We evaluate our
implementation on several synthetic and real datasets in §3. A scaling example of our implementation is given
in Figure 2.
Related work: Here we briefly point to some theoretical results and discuss distributed memory implementations
without being exhaustive. In [2], the author presents a theoretical analysis of the performance and convergence of
DBSCAN with increasing n. Its convergence is characterized in terms of the geometry of the level set of the underlying
probability density function of I. It is shown that DBSCAN converges as O (n−1/r), where r here is the intrinsic
dimension. The author also proposes concrete ways for choosing the hyperparameters. In [17], the authors proposes
SNG-DBSCAN that runs in O (n log n) time. The method reduces the complexity mainly by subsampling the edges of
the neighborhood graph. The authors also show that the sampled version of DBSCAN can recover true clusters with
statistical guarantees based on some assumptions.
In [13], the authors present PDBSCAN, a scalable DBSCAN implementation that uses MPI. It uses a KD-tree to
construct the exact -NNG. The paper has a nice review of the DBSCAN literature prior to 2012. PDBSCAN takes an
hour for a problem with 115M points in 10 dimensions on 8,192 AMD cores. PDBSCAN is publically available [12]
and we compare our implementation with it in §3. The same group proposes OPTICS, a DBSCAN-like clustering
algorithm [8] that achieves similar performance. In [18] the authors introduce PARDICLE, an OpenMP-plus-MPI
algorithm, that scaled up to 4,096 MPI processes. (We couldn’t find an implementation online). The key innovation
is the use of an approximate -graph by estimating the point density and restricting exact neighborhood searches to a
small number of points. This approximation is heuristic and not connected to the intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset.
The main limitation of PARDICLE is that -searches (whenever needed) are done using FLANN [19]. Since FLANN
doesn’t support distributed-memory parallelism, the algorithm in [18] requires an -overlap halo of the point set in each
MPI rank. In high-dimensions computing this halo is not scalable neither in terms of memory nor computation because
it may require the whole dataset to be replicated in every MPI process. The largest problem solved with PARDICLE was
3
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Table 1. Summary of notation.
Notation Description
I the entire set of points
kmax the number of nearest neighbor points in k-NNG
Icore, Iborder, Inoise core points, border points and noise points
 the radius of a neighborhood
M the minimum neighborhood size of core points
d(p, q) the Euclidean distance between point p and q
N(p) the -radius neighborhood of point p
Nk(p) the k-nearest neighborhood of point p
G = (I, E) a graph of points I and edges E
G, G,core the -radius neighbor graph and its subgraph associated with core points
Gk, Gk,core the k-nearest neighbor graph and its subgraph associated with core points
−→, −⇀ ←→ direct -reachable, -reachable and -connected
M−→, M−⇀, M←→ direct M -reachable, M -reachable and M -connected
115M points in 10 (ambient) dimensions (intrinsic dimension is unknown). Clustering on 512 Xeon cores takes roughly
84 seconds. The authors in [20] look at problems with d > 3 and compare several other distributed-memory DBSCAN
algorithms (including implementations in systems like Spark and Hadoop); they propose an MPI-based implementation;
1B points in 3D take 41 minutes on 32 nodes (1 core per node). [21] proposes a KNN-DBSCAN algorithm. But, unlike
our approach, the authors symmetrize the k-NNG graph by dropping all single-direction edges and then use exact
-searches. The authors do not present any theoretical analysis and do not consider parallel algorithms; the evaluation is
done on small 2D datasets). Many other works apply only on 2D/3D datasets [22, 23]. But, none of the existing parallel
implementations of DBSCAN consider the challenges with high-dimensional datasets.
Many other clustering schemes are possible (e.g., kmeans, spectral). DBSCAN is just a method that should be
tested and does not come with particular non-asymptotic guarantees. For review of the literature on scalable algorithms
for constructing nearest-neighbor graphs see [10, 15, 16].
2 Methods
In this section, we introduce the kNN-DBSCAN algorithm, the notation, the key algorithmic ideas, and discuss the
theoretical results.
2.1 Theory
2.1.1 Outline of the algorithm
DBSCAN detects high-density spatial regions and expands them to form clusters. It has two hyperparameters: the
radius of neighborhood  and the minimum number of pointsM (also found as minPts in the literature). Using these
parameters points are classified into three different types in Definition 2.1 based on density, i.e., core points, border
points and noise points.
Definition 2.1 (classification of points). Given  and M , DBSCAN classifies points I into three types:
• core points: Icore = {p ∈ I : |N(p)| ≥M}.
• border points: Iborder = {p ∈ I − Icore : ∃ q ∈ Icore s.t. p ∈ N(q)}.
• noise points: Inoise = I − Icore−Iborder.
DBSCAN uses three pairwise-point relations, which we give below in Definitions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
Definition 2.2 (direct -reachable). A point q is directly -reachable from a point p if p ∈ Icore, and q ∈ N(p), which
is denoted by p −→ q.
4
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Fig. 3. Key definitions in DBSCAN: the hyperparameters that control the algorithm are  and M = 3 in this example.
A core point is red, a border point is green dot, and a noise point blue. Point q is directly -reachable from p since
q ∈ N(p); q is not directly M -reachable from p since p /∈ NM (q) and q /∈ NM (p). For points q and r, it is easy to see
that they are both directly -reachable and directly M -reachable from each other.
Definition 2.3 (-reachable). A point q is -reachable from a point p if p ∈ Icore and ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t.
p
−→ p1, p1 −→ p2, ..., pn −→ q ,which is denoted by p −⇀q.
Definition 2.4 (-connected). A point p is -connected with q if ∃ o ∈ Icore, s.t. o −⇀p and o −⇀q, which is denoted by
p
←→ q.
Figure 3 illustrates the basic concepts of DBSCAN. Using these definitions, a density-based cluster in DBSCAN
given by Definition 2.5.
Definition 2.5 (cluster of DBSCAN). A DBSCAN cluster C is a nonempty subset of points in I satisfying that:
(i) ∀ p, q ∈ I: if p ∈ C and p −⇀q, then q ∈ C. (Maximality)
(ii) ∀ p, q ∈ C: p ←→ q. (Connectivity)
For core points, the relation of -reachable is equivalent to the relation of -connected, and this relation is an
equivalence relation, i.e., it’s symmetric, transitive and reflexive. By Definition 2.5, the DBSCAN clusters restricted
to core points are equivalence classes defined by the relation of -reachable. Thus, a core point belongs to a unique
cluster. By the connectivity in Definition 2.5 (ii), a border point could belong to any cluster that contains core point in
the border point’s -radius neighborhood. A noise point belongs to no cluster. Therefore, from the implementation
point of view, we are interested in clustering core points.
2.1.2 kNN-DBSCAN
In kNN-DBSCAN, we classify points exactly the same as in DBSCAN. In Lemma 2.1 we use the M -nearest neighbor
of each point in I to define core points. From this Lemma it follows that a k-NNG with k ≥M is sufficient to classify
points into core, border, and noise points.
Lemma 2.1. (i) A point p is a core point, i.e., p ∈ Icore, iff max
q∈NM (p)
d(p, q) ≤  .
(ii) A point p is a border point, i.e., p ∈ Iborder, iff p /∈ Icore and ∃ q ∈ Icore ∩NM (p), s.t. d(p, q) ≤ .
(iii) A point p is a noise point, i.e., p ∈ Inoise, iff p /∈ Icore and p /∈ Iborder.
Proof. (i) From Definition 2.1, p ∈ Icore ⇐⇒ |N(p)| ≥M ⇐⇒ max
q∈NM (p)
d(p, q) ≤ .
(ii) (=⇒) If p /∈ Icore and p ∈ Iborder, then ∃ q ∈ Icore, s.t. d(p, q) ≤ . We only need to show q ∈ NM (p).
Suppose to the contrary that q /∈ NM (p), then the distance from q to p is further than the mth nearest neighbor of p.
This indicates that max
o∈NM (p)
d(p, o) ≤ d(p, q) ≤ , i.e. p ∈ Icore, a contradiction.
(⇐=) trivial.
(iii) This follows directly from the definition of noise point in Definition 2.1.
In DBSCAN, a clusters is formed by connecting core points with its -radius neighbors. But an M -nearest neighbor
graph may be not. This is because for two core points p and q, p ∈ N(q) does not imply p ∈ NM (q). An intuitive way
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of thinking this is that if we assume all points are core points, then the M -nearest neighborhood graph is a subgraph of
-radius neighborhood graph.
To enableM -nearest neighbor clustering in kNN-DBSCAN, we modify the relation of direct -reachable (Definition
2.2) to a new relation called direct M -reachable in Definition 2.6. Similar to -reachable and -connected in DBSCAN,
we define corresponding relations in kNN-DBSCAN as M -reachable (Definitions 2.7) and M -connected in (Definition
2.8).
Definition 2.6 (direct M -reachable). A point q is directly M -reachable from p, denoted by p M−→ q, if p and q satisfy:
(i) p ∈ Icore.
(ii) q ∈ NM (p) or p ∈ NM (q).
Definition 2.7 (M -reachable). A point q is M -reachable from p if p ∈ Icore, and ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. p M−→ p1,
p1
M−→ p2, ..., pn M−→ q, which is denoted by p M−⇀ q.
Definition 2.8 (M -connected). A point p is M -connected with q if ∃ o ∈ Icore, s.t. o M−⇀ p and o M−⇀ q, which is
denoted by p M←→ q.
If we restrict to core points, the M -reachable relation is an equivalence relation and is the same as M -connected
relation. We conclude this property in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2. For core points Icore,
(i) M -reachable is an equivalence relation.
(ii) M -reachable is equivalent to M -connected.
Proof. (i) M -reachable is reflexive: p ∈ Icore, p ∈ NM (p) =⇒ p M−⇀ p;
symmetric: p, q ∈ Icore, p M−⇀ q =⇒ ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. p M−→ p1, p1 M−→ p2, ..., pn M−→ q. Since direct
M -reachable is symmetric for core points from Definition 2.6, q M−→ pn, pn M−→ pn−1, ..., p1 M−→ p =⇒ q M−⇀ p;
transitive: p, q, r ∈ Icore, p M−⇀ q and q M−⇀ r =⇒ p M−⇀ r.
Thus M -reachable is a equivalence relation for all core points.
(ii) Let p, q ∈ Icore. If p M−⇀ q, then p M←→ q since p is also M -reachable from p itself. If p M←→ q, then ∃ o ∈ Icore,
s.t. o M−⇀ p and o M−⇀ q. From (i),M -reachable is symmetric and transitive, then p M−⇀ o, o M−⇀ q and thus p M−⇀ q.
What is the relationship between the pairwise-reachability definitions for kNN-DBSCAN and DBSCAN? It turns
out that for core points, each relation in kNN-DBSCAN is stronger than the corresponding relation in DBSCAN in
Lemma 2.3. Figure 3 provides an example to illustrate this.
Lemma 2.3. Given the same input parameters of radius  and minimum number of points M , ∀p, q ∈ Icore, the
following conditions hold:
(i) p M−→ q =⇒ p −→ q,
(ii) p M−⇀ q =⇒ p −⇀q,
(iii) p M←→ q =⇒ p ←→ q.
Proof. (i) p M−→ q =⇒ q ∈ NM (p) or p ∈ NM (q) =⇒ d(p, q) ≤  =⇒ q ∈ N(p) =⇒ p −→ q.
(ii) p M−⇀ q =⇒ ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. p M−→ p1, p1 M−→ p2, ..., pn M−→ q.
From (i), p −→ p1, p1 −→ p2, ..., pn −→ q =⇒ p −⇀q.
(iii) This property directly follows from (ii) since reachable relations are equivalent to the connected relations (for
core points) in both DBSCAN and kNN-DBSCAN.
Consequently, we can define a cluster in Definition 2.9 similar to DBSCAN, i.e. connecting points by defined
relations.
Definition 2.9 (cluster of kNN-DBSCAN). A kNN-DBSCAN cluster C is a nonempty subset of points in I satisfying
that:
(i) ∀ p, q ∈ I: if p ∈ C and p M−⇀ q, then q ∈ C.
(ii) ∀ p, q ∈ C: p M←→ q.
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The kNN-DBSCAN cluster is well-defined in that the M -reachable relation is an equivalence relation w.r.t. core
points. Based on Lemma 2.3, we can deduce the general relationship between kNN-DBSCAN and DBSCAN in the
following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. Given  and M , a kNN-DBSCAN cluster is a subset of a DBSCAN cluster w.r.t. core points. Thus, the
number of kNN-DBSCAN clusters is no less than the number of DBSCAN clusters.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that any two core points in a same kNN-DBSCAN cluster belong to a same DBSCAN
cluster. Let p, q ∈ Icore belong to a cluster in kNN-DBSCAN. From Definition 2.9, p M←→ q. From Lemma 2.3, p ←→ q
and p −⇀ q. Thus p and q lie in a same cluster in DBSCAN by condition (i) in Definition 2.5.
Next, we discuss the relations between the MST of the -NNG or k-NNG and the two DBSCAN algorithms.
2.1.3 MST
Although MSTs have been discussed in the context of DBSCAN, to our knowledge a direct relationship between these
two has not be proven. The main result is that forming the MSTs and finding connected components are mathematically
equivalent to the DBSCAN algorithm. Note however that the clusterings of DBSCAN and kNN-DBSCAN are not the
same. For an undirected graph G = (I, E) with edges assigned real-valued wights, a minimum spanning tree (MST) is
a spanning acyclic subgraph of G having the least total weight. If the input graph is not connected, the MST comprises
disconnected subtrees. A MST cluster is defined in 2.10. Since the subtrees of MST are disconnected, clusters of a
MST form a clustering for I.
Definition 2.10 (MST cluster). Given a graph G, a MST cluster C is an nonempty subset of I consisting all points of a
subtree of the MST.
In the following, we use G to denote the -NNG, and GM to denote the k-NNG with k =M . We also use G,core
to denote the subgraph whose vertices are only the core points (as defined in DBSCAN); and GM,core to be the subgraph
of core points (as defined in kNN-DBSCAN). The theorem below are stated informally.
Theorem 2.2. (i) For core points, clusters of MST w.r.t G,core are the same as clusters of DBSCAN.
(ii) For core points, clusters of MST w.r.t GM,core are the same as the clusters of kNN-DBSCAN.
Proof. (i) Pick arbitrary p, q ∈ Icore, p and q belong to a same MST cluster w.r.t G,core.
⇐⇒ p and q are in a same MST subtree, i.e. ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. there are edges connecting p and p1, p1
and p2, ..., pn and q.
⇐⇒ ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. p1 ∈ N(p), p2 ∈ N(p1), ..., q ∈ N(pn), i.e. p −→ p1, p1 −→ p2, ..., pn −→ q.
⇐⇒ p −⇀q⇐⇒ p and q belong to a same DBSCAN cluster.
(ii) Pick arbitrary p, q ∈ Icore, p and q belong to a same MST cluster w.r.t GM,core.
⇐⇒ ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. there are edges connecting p and p1, p1 and p2, ..., pn and q.
⇐⇒∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. p1 ∈ NM (p)∨p ∈ NM (p1), p1 ∈ NM (p2)∨p2 ∈ NM (p1), ..., pn ∈ NM (q)∨q ∈
NM (pn), i.e. p M−→ p1, p1 M−→ p2, ..., pn M−→ q.
⇐⇒ p M−⇀ q⇐⇒ p and q belong to a same kNN-DBSCAN cluster.
2.1.4 Inexact MST
Now we consider the effect of using an inexact MST. This analysis will be used when we discuss distributed memory
algorithms. Suppose that we vertex-partition a graph into n parts, i.e., I = ⋃ni=1 Ii, and we denote the graph associated
with points in group i as Gi = (Ii, Ei). For each group i, edges Ei are split into internal edges denoted by Ei,local, and
edges connected with other groups denoted by Ei,cut, i.e., Ei = Ei,local ∪ Ei,cut.
We define a new spanning tree called inexact MST by the following two steps. For each group i, we find MSTi,local
as the MST of subgraph (Ii, Ei,local) which only contains the local edges of i. We then treat each local subtree as a
super vertex and denote Î as the set of all such super vertices. Now (Î, Ecut =
⋃n
i=1Ei,cut) is a graph containing all
the edges in the cut of the partitioning, and the MST obtained for such graph is denoted by MSTcut or cut MST. The
7
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 
group 1
group 2
group 3
Fig. 4. An illustration of the inexact MST. In the configuration of this figure, we partition points into three groups, and
we consider -radius neighborhood graph of these points, i.e., G. First, local MST is constructed by only considering
internal edges in each group. We mark these local MST edges as red lines. Now each subtree of the local MST of
each group is treated as a super node. For example, there are two super nodes in the group 1. The cut MST is then
constructed by considering edges in the cut over all of these super nodes. The cut MST edges are marked in blue lines.
The inexact MST is a spanning tree combined by the local MST and cut MST. In this example, the inexact MST has
three disconnected subtrees.
inexact MST under such partitioning setting is defined as the combination of all local MSTs and the cut MST, i.e.,
MSTinexact = (∪ni=1MSTi,local)
⋃
MSTcut. An illustration of the inexact MST is shown in Figure 4.
Note that the inexact MST may not be the same as the exact MST since the cut edges are not considered when
finding the local MSTs. But we can use the inexact MST to obtain the clusters of core points in DBSCAN or kNN-
DBSCAN. We conclude this property as the Theorem 2.3, which forms the basis of our parallel, distributed-memory
kNN-DBSCAN algorithm.
Theorem 2.3. (i) For core points, clusters of the inexact MST w.r.t G,core and given partitioning setting are the same
as clusters of DBSCAN.
(ii) For core points, clusters of the inexact MST w.r.t GM,core and given partitioning setting are the same as the
clusters of kNN-DBSCAN.
Proof. (i) Given G,core = (Icore, E), it’s enough to show that for arbitrary p, q ∈ Icore, p and q belong to a same
inexact MST cluster⇐⇒ p −⇀q.
(=⇒) If p and q belong to a same inexact MST subtree, then ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. p −→ p1, p1 −→ p2, ...,
pn
−→ q, i.e. p −⇀q.
(⇐=) If p −⇀q, then ∃ p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ Icore, s.t. p −→ p1, p1 −→ p2, ..., pn −→ q. We denote the super vertices of these
points formed in the local step as p̂, p̂1, ..., p̂n and q̂.
If super vertices p̂ and q̂ are the same, points p and q are already in a same group. Since the second step of
inexact MST construction can only combine but not divide these groups, p and q belong to a same inexact MST cluster
eventually.
If p̂ and q̂ are different super vertices, we can choose a subsequence {p̂ki}mi=0 from {p̂, p̂1, ..., p̂n, q̂} to satisfy the
following conditions:
• p̂k0 = p, p̂km = p, 1 ≤ k1 < k2 < ... < km−1 ≤ n.
• p̂ki and p̂ki+1 are different super vertices, i = 0, 1, ...,m− 1.
• m is the maximal possible number of such sequence.
Then, there are edges connecting p̂ and p̂k1 , p̂k1 and p̂k2 , ..., p̂km and q̂. We claim that all such edges are cut edges
from Ecut. Indeed, the first local MST step guarantees that for every two different super vertices, there is no local edge
connecting them. Since every p̂i and p̂i+1 of the newly formed sequence are different, edges connecting them can
only be cut edges. This implies that p̂ and q̂ belong to a same cut MST subtree after the second step of inexact MST
construction. Therefore, p and q are in the same inexact MST cluster.
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(ii) The proof follows a similar argument as (i).
2.2 Algorithms
In this section, we present our hybrid MPI/OpenMP implementation of the kNN-DBSCAN algorithm. The inputs
of the algorithm are radius , minimum number of neighbors M and the directed k-nearest neighbor graph Gk with
k ≥M . Given N points and p processes in total, we partition points evenly into each process. Thus each process stores
a subgraph, denoted byG, with Np points with k × Np edges in total. We useG[i,m] = {i, j, w} to represent the edge
from point i to its mth neighbor point j with weight w.
The parallel kNN-DBSCAN is shown in Algorithm 1. The key idea of this algorithm follows from Theorem 2.3, i.e.
we cluster the core points by constructing inexact MST on subgraph of core points. To obtain the inexact MST, we
apply Boruvka’s method in both of the constructions of local MST and cut MST. We break the algorithm down into
four stages: 1) Finding core points, 2) Local MST construction, 3) Cut MST construction, 4) Clustering border points.
Algorithm 1 Parallel kNN-DBSCAN
Input: radius , minimum number of neighbors M , point indices I, edges of kNN graphG (k ≥M )
Ensure: cluster labels of points R
1: // Select and mark core points
2: Icore ← ∅, R[i]← −1, i ∈ I
3: for each point i ∈ I do in parallel
4: ifG[i,M ].w ≤  then
5: Icore ← Icore ∪ {i}
6: R[i]← i
7: // Construct local MST of core points
8: R, Ecut, T = PARALLELLOCALMST(G, Icore, R)
9: // Construct cut MST of core points
10: R = DISTRIBUTEDCUTMST(R, Ecut, T )
11: // Cluster border points
12: R = CLUSTERBORDER(R, I, Icore, G)
13: return R
Finding core points. The algorithm begins by finding core points. Since the neighbors for each point are stored in
ascending order by Euclidean distance, a point is a core point if the distance to its kth neighbor is no larger than  (Line
4). We also mark a core point with its own index in the label list R (Line 6).
Local MST construction. To construct the local MST, we implement Boruvka’s method and use OpenMP in
each process since no communication is required in this stage. The details of the algorithm are given in Algorithm 2.
Boruvka’s algorithm works by connecting different subtrees in an iterative way until none of them can be combined. At
the beginning of the first iteration, subtree list T is initialized as Icore. Each Boruvka’s iteration has the following steps.
Find minimum edges. In the first step, we need to find the outgoing edge with minimum weight for each subtree.
To save work complexity, we avoid searching all edges in each iteration in our implementation. This is achieved by
storing the number of neighbors searched in previous iterations in a list L for each core point. For each candidate edge,
a FINDMIN operation (see Algorithm 3) is performed and three possibilities exist in this function. (1) The edge may be
a cut edge connecting a point owning by another process (Line 3). We append such edge to the cut edge list Ecut for
the later construction of cut MST. (2) If the edge connects two core points that lie in different subtrees (Line 5), it is a
candidate for the minimum edge update. But a data race may occur when multiple threads update the minimum edge
of a same subtree simultaneously. To address this problem, we use a function PWRITE in Algorithm 3 with lock-free
compare-and-swap operation (see function LOCKFREECAS shown in Algorithm 3) [24]. The write loop stops when
the intended new weight is not smaller than the weight stored in the minimum edge (Line 14). This approach guarantees
that a minimum edge, say Emin[u], does have the lightest weight over all outgoing local edges of subtree u ∈ T after
each iteration. (3) If the edge points to a local non-core point or connects two core points belonging to a same subtree
(Line 8), we need to check the next neighbor (if three is still any) of this point.
Break symmetry. Old subtrees connected by the selected minimum edges can be combined to form new larger
subtrees. Our task then is to find a representative from each group of connected old subtrees as a root for each new
subtree. We first initialize a list RT for old subtrees and store indices of points to which the minimum outgoing edges
point (Line 13). If an old subtree has no minimum outgoing edge, we claim itself as a root. If two old subtrees share the
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Algorithm 2 Parallel local MST
Input: graphG, core points Icore, labels R
Ensure: labels R, cut edges Ecut, subtrees T
1: procedure PARALLELLOCALMST(G, Icore, R)
2: T ← Icore, Ecut ← ∅
3: L[i]← 1, i ∈ Icore // initialize neighbor (edge) NO. to check
4: do
5: // Find minimum edges
6: Emin[u]← {u,−1, sentinel}, u ∈ T
7: for each point i ∈ Icore do in parallel
8: do
9: e← G[i, L[i]]
10: ifbreak = FINDMIN(e, Emin, Ecut, R, L[i])
11: while (L[i] ≤M ) ∧ (ifbreak)
12: // Break symmetry
13: RT [u]← Emin[u].j, u ∈ T // initialize subtrees’ roots
14: for each subtree u ∈ T do in parallel
15: v ← RT [u]
16: if (v = −1) ∨ (u = RT [v] ∧ u < v) then
17: RT [u]← u
18: // Pointer jumping
19: Flags[u]← 1, u ∈ T
20: do
21: for each subtree u ∈ T do in parallel
22: if RT [u] 6= RT [RT [u]] then
23: RT [u]← RT [RT [u]]
24: else if Flags[u] > 0 then
25: Flags[u] = 0 // root for u is found
26: while
∑
u Flags[u] is changed
27: // Break cycles if cycle exits
28: if
∑
u Flags[u] > 0 then
29: BREAKCYCLES(T , F lags, Emin, RT )
30: // Update labels R and subtree list T
31: N oldT ← |T |, T ← ∅
32: R[i]← RT [R[i]], T ← T ∪ {R[i]}, i ∈ Icore
33: while |T | < N oldT
34: return R, Ecut, T
same minimum edge, we assign the one with smaller index as a root (Line 16-17).
Pointer jumping and break cycles. In this step, we update RT for each old subtree to the root of the new subtree
it belongs to. If an undirected graph is used, no cycle exits once we break symmetries and this step can be finished
by simple pointer jumping operations. We remark that using directed approximate kNN graph, cycles may exist and
pointer jumping operations may never end in cyclic graphs. This can be explained in the example shown in Figure 5. To
fix this issue, we need to detect if cycle exists and break it once it exits. The pointer jumping step stops only if there is
no new root found (Line 26). After this step, cycle(s) must exist if there are subtrees that have not found roots. These
cycles are recovered and broke in a sequential way (Line 28-29). For the space consideration, we do not include the
details of function BREAKCYCLES. In our experiments, small cycles are more likely to happen in low dimensional and
dense data points at the beginning of the Boruvka’s iterations. Breaking cycles do not affect the main performance of
our algorithm in general.
Update labels and subtrees. In the last step of each Boruvka’s iteration, we update the root for every core point
i ∈ Icore by using the root of the old subtree where i belongs (Line 33). Furthermore, we update the list T to the roots
of new subtrees. The Boruvka’s iteration terminates when the total number of components is not changed (Line 34).
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Algorithm 3 Find minimum edges
1: procedure FINDMIN(e, Emin, Ecut, R, l)
2: i← e.i, j ← e.j
3: if j lies in another process then
4: Ecut ← Ecut ∪ {e}, l← l + 1
5: else if R[j] 6= −1 and R[j] 6= R[i] then
6: PWRITE(Emin[R[i]], e)
7: return true
8: else
9: l← l + 1
10: return false
11: procedure PWRITE(emin, e)
12: do
13: wold ← emin.w
14: while (e.w < wold) ∧ (LOCKFREECAS(emin, wold, e))
15: procedure LOCKFREECAS(emin, wold, e)
16: if emin.w = wold then
17: emin ← e
18: return true
19: else
20: return false
V1 V2 V3 V4
V1 0.12 0.13
V2 0.15 0.17
V3 0.15 0.14
V4 0.13 0.14
V1 V2 V3 V4
V1 0.12 0.13
V2 0.12 0.15 0.17
V3 0.15 0.14
V4 0.13 0.17 0.14
V1 V2
V4
V3
V1 V2
V4
V3
directed graph
undirected graph
Fig. 5. Illustration of cycles formed in the directed approximate kNN graph. Upper left table shows an directed
approximate kNN graph of 4 points with k = 2. Lower left table is the undirected graph formed by symmetrizing the
directed graph. The minimum edges are marked with blue in tables. It can be observed that the graph of minimum
edges from undirected graph (lower right) will not contain cycles after we break symmetry between V1 and V2. While a
cycle exists in the directed graph (upper right), and pointer jumping will never end in such graph.
Cut MST construction. The Boruvka’s method is applied to construct cut MST for local subtrees T over all cut
edges Ecut. From the previous local MST construction, we have known that for each cut edge e ∈ Ecut, e.i and e.j
represent indices of the points connected by this edge. Thus, our first step is to change e.i and e.j into their labels. In
particular, label of e.i is easy to update by accessing local labels R, and label of e.j is acquired by communicating with
the owner process of e.j. Similar to the local MST construction, we combine old subtrees to form new subtrees by
selecting minimum outgoing cut edges until they can no longer be merged. Thus, we initialize the subtree list T̂ as the
input local subtree list T . But one difference in the distributed-memory case is that a subtree may have multiple (cut)
edges belong to several processes. For the ease of implementation, we assign each subtree an owner process as the
owner process of its representative. Thus, for each process we crate a new root list T̂l to store elements from T̂ whose
owner is the local process. Figure 6 illustrates T̂ and T̂l in the first Boruvka’s iteration of an example with 12 input
subtrees in 4 MPI processes.
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Algorithm 4 Distributed cut MST
1: procedure DISTRIBUTEDCUTMST(Ecut, R, T )
2: // Update cut edges
3: for each edge e ∈ Ecut do in parallel
4: e.i← R[e.i]
5: update e.j to label of e.j // all to all exchange labels
6: // Boruvka’s iterations
7: RT [u]← u, u ∈ T
8: T̂ ← T , T̂l ← T , Nroot ←MPI_Allreduce(|T̂l|)
9: do
10: // Find local minimum cut edges Elmin
11: Elmin[u]← {u,−1, sentinel}, u ∈ T̂
12: for each edge e ∈ Ecut do in parallel
13: if e.j 6= −1 then // only check active cut edge
14: PWRITE(Elmin[e.i], e)
15: // Find global minimum cut edges Egmin
16: Erecv ←MPI_Alltoallv(Elmin)
17: Egmin[r]← {r,−1, sentinel}, r ∈ T̂l
18: for each edge e ∈ Erecv do in parallel
19: PWRITE(Egmin[e.i], e)
20: // Find roots of T̂l and store in Rl
21: Rl[r]← Egmin[r].j, r ∈ T̂l
22: Rl = DISTRIBUTEDFINDROOTS(Rl, T̂l)
23: // Update roots and cut edges
24: T̂ ← ∅, T̂l ← ∅, N oldroot ← Nroot
25: Rall ←MPI_Allgatherv(Rl)
26: for each subtree u ∈ T do in parallel
27: r ← Rall[RT [u]], RT [u]← r, T̂ ← T̂ ∪ {r}
28: if r lies in local process then
29: T̂l ← T̂l ∪ {r}
30: Nroot ←MPI_Allreduce(|T̂l|)
31: for each edge e ∈ Ecut do in parallel
32: e.i← Rall[e.i], e.j ← Rall[e.j]
33: if e.i = e.j then
34: e.j = −1 // edge becomes inactive
35: while Nroot < N oldroot
36: R[i]← RT [R[i]], i ∈ Icore // update core point’s label
37: return R
Since cut edges involved with one subtree may be distributed in multiple processes, searching minimum edges is
split into local and global steps. We first select local minimum edges from local cut edges and store them in Elmin. Then
we send the local minimum edges of each subtree to it’s owner process, which can achieved by a MPI alltoall operation.
The global minimum edge for each subtree r ∈ T̂l is then obtained by comparing and updating the recovered local
minimums using function PWRITE (Line 19).
Similar to local MST construction, the next step consists of combining old subtrees using the selected minimum
edges, finding representatives (roots) for the newly formed subtrees, and assigning roots to old subtrees. This can be
done by breaking symmetry at first, then applying pointer jumping and breaking cycles if there is any. The difference
compared to the local case is that communications are required in the distributed-memory construction. Due to the space
limitation, we do not include the implementation details of function DISTRIBUTEDFINDROOTS in the pseudocode.
In the last step of each iteration, we update labels of local input subtrees, i.e. RT to the new roots. Besides,
distributed subtree list T̂ and local root list T̂l are renewed for the next iteration. Figure 6 also illustrates how T̂ and T̂l
are updated. We also inactivate cut edges that connect subtrees with the same roots (Line 34) to save work complexity
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T̂ 0 :
T̂ 1 :
T̂ 1l :
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 3 3 5 7 9 9 1
1 3 5 7 9
rank 0 rank 1 rank 2 rank 3
Fig. 6. Illustration of distributed subtrees T̂ and local roots T̂l used in the first Boruvka’s iteration of DISTRIBUTED-
CUTMST (see Algorithm 4). We initialize 12 input local subtrees distributed in 4 MPI processes. After selecting
minimum edges, subtrees are merged to form new ones. In the upper row, old subtrees marked by the same color
boxes belong to a new subtree now. We mark roots of newly formed subtrees with red numbers. In the last step of this
iteration, T̂ 0 is updated to T̂ 1 by selecting all roots involved with each process. Root list T̂ 1l only consists of roots
owned by each process.
in the following minimum edges’ search. The termination condition of the Boruvka’s iterations is the same as in the
local MST construction, i.e., the total number of roots is no longer changed.
2.3 Complexity analysis
Here, we present the computational complexity bounds of the parallel kNN-DBSCAN algorithm. We let N represent
the total number of points and p represent the number of MPI processes. We consider M neighbors for each point and
assume that all points are core points. Thus, each process has n = Np points and n×M edges.
Local MST construction. In Algorithm 2, we assume a worst case scenario for the Boruvka’s iteration: the total
iteration number is log p, and the number of subtrees (|T |) at ith iteration is thus n2i .
In the step of finding minimum edges, we need to check each edge at least once. Besides, the maximum possible
number of edges used for compare and swap is n at each iteration. Thus, the overall work complexity of this step is
O(nM + n log n).
To find roots of subtrees, breaking symmetry has overall complexity of
∑logn
i=1
n
2i = O(2n). In the pointer jumping
step, the depth at ith iteration is less than log n2i . Thus the overall complexity of pointer jumping is
∑logn
i=1
n
2i log
n
2i =O(2n log n). Updating root for each point requires O(n log n) of work in total.
The overall work complexity of local MST construction in each process is given by
Tlocal = O(nM + n log n) +O(2n log n) +O(n log n)
= O(nM + 4n log n).
Cut MST construction. In order to discuss the complexity in this stage, we assume the number of subtrees formed
in the local MST stage is nˆ in each process, thus the total number of input local subtrees for cut MST is N̂ = p× nˆ. We
use mc to represent the number of cut edges in each process, ts for the communication latency, and tw for the reciprocal
of the bandwidth. The hypercube topology is used for our complexity discussion.
At the beginning of Algorithm 4, updating cut edges requiresO(2mc) work andO(2(ts+mctw)p) communication
cost.
For the Boruvka’s iteration, we again assume the worst-case scenario: the iteration number is log N̂ , and the number
of components contained in each process at ith iteration is nˆ2i . Since the number of components reduced half after each
iteration, we can assume that the number of active cut edges at ith iteration is mc2i . Then sorting local minimum edges
has overall complexity of O(2mc). In the step of finding global minimum edges, each iteration requires operation of
MPI_Alltoallv() with message size O( nˆ2i ). Thus the overall communication cost of this step is O((ts log N̂ + 2twnˆ)p).
In the step of pointer jumping, the depth at each iteration can be assumed as log p. Thus, the communication
of this step has complexity of O((ts log N̂ + 2twnˆ)p log p). To update cut edges, we need O(2mc) of work and
O((ts log p+ twN̂)p log N̂) of communication cost.
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Table 2. Data sets used for comparison in 3.2. N and d denote the total number and dimension of points in each data
set. r˜2 and r2 denote median distance and mean distance to the 2nd nearest neighbor. MNIST70K and CIFAR-10
are real data sets with original full features. MNIST2M is a subset of the libsvm mnist8m nonlinearly projected to
50 dimensions using [25]. Uniform1S is generated randomly from a 20D sphere. Uniform2S comprises randomly
distributed points on two sphere surfaces: 1M points on a sphere of radius 0.1 and 3M points a sphere of radius 1.0.
Dataset N d r˜2 r2 #clusters
MNIST70K 70K 784 1,082 1,055 10
MNIST2M 2M 50 0.014 0.018 10
CIFAR-10 50K 3,072 2,360 2,350 10
Uniform1S 4M 20 0.51 0.51 1
Uniform2S 4M 10 0.23 0.22 2
Table 3. Wall-clock time for computation of k-nearest neighbors by GOFMM on some of the synthetic data sets. N is
the number of points, d represents dimension, kmax is the number of neighbors. The low dimensional sets with d ≤ 5,
GOFMM converges in about 10 iterations. The larger dimension run (d = 32) requires 20 iterations.
N(×106) d kmax #cores time (s)
64 3 100 1,792 363
64 5 100 1,792 379
64 32 100 1,792 926
256 3 100 7,168 583
256 5 100 7,168 628
Using the complexity above, we can derive the overall work complexity of cut MST construction as
T compcut = O(6mc),
and the total communication cost as
T commcut =O
(
(p log p log N̂)ts + (mcp+ 2N̂ log p)tw
)
.
3 Experiments
Datasets. We use synthetic data generated randomly from sphere surfaces in different dimensions to study scalability
of the algorithm in 3.1. We also use three real data sets and two synthetic data sets summarized in Table 2 to compare
kNN-DBSCAN with one existing parallel DBSCAN implementation in 3.2.
In our experiments, we attempt to answer the following questions regarding kNN-DBSCAN. What is its strong and
weak scaling? Is it accurate? How does its performance depend on the dimensionality of the dataset? Hence, in order to
check the accuracy of kNN-DBSCAN, we use synthetic datasets. The main parameters in our implementation are the
number of nearest neighbors kmax in the k-NNG graph, , and M (the number of neighbors required to define a core
point).
This is the summary of experiments: We demonstrate the scalability of parallel kNN-DBSCAN and report the
strong scaling results in Figures 7a, 7b and 2. Then, we present the weak scaling results in Figures 8a, 8b and 8c. These
runs are conducted on synthetic datasets for which we know the correct labels and we can check the clustering quality.
The normalized mutual information for all these runs is almost one (they are noiseless). The results in Figure 1 are
intended to demonstrate the difference between kNN-DBSCAN and k-means for readers not as familiar with clustering.
The (small) datasets of Figure 1 where taken from [26] (“aggregation”), [27](“chameleon”), and [28] (“worms”).
Implementation details and experimental setup. All of our experiments were conducted on the Frontera system
at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). Frontera CLX cluster has 8,008 dual-socket compute nodes, each
with two 28 core 2.7GHz CPUs and 192GB memory. The parallel kNN-DBSCAN is written in C++ and compiled
with intel-19 -O3. We use OpenMP for the shared memory parallelism and Intel MPI for distributed memory
parallelism. Each MPI process loads a random N/p portion of the dataset. Further, we partition the datasets using a
standard inertial graph partitioning algorithm to reduce the size of the edge cut. While it is effective in lower dimension
it is less so in higher dimensions.
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Fig. 7. Strong scaling results on (a) 3 dimensional and (b) 5 dimensional data sets of 64 million points from 4 MPI
processes to 256 MPI processes (y-axis, breakdown of wall-clock time in seconds on the left, average number of edges
in the graph cut on the right). Number in red along x-axis is the core number used for each test.
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Fig. 8. Weak scaling results on 3D, 5D and 20D synthetic datasets. Each weak scaling test is conducted with 28
threads/MPI process, 2 MPI processes/node. Number in red along x-axis is the core number used for each test. For
each plot, left y-axis is breakdown of wall-clock time in seconds, right y-axis is average number of cut edges. (a) Weak
scaling tests of 3 dimensional data sets from 16 million points on 448 cores to 1,024 million points on 28,672 cores:
each with a problem size of 1 million points/MPI process. (b) Weak scaling tests of 5 dimensional data sets from 16
million points on 448 cores to 1,024 million points on 28,672 cores: each with a problem size of 1 million points/MPI
process. (c) Weak scaling tests on 20 dimensional data sets from 128 million points on 224 cores to 65,536 million
points on 114,688 cores: each with a problem size of 16 million points/MPI process.
3.1 Scaling Results
First, to give an impression of the time required to construct the k-NNG with GOFMM, we report representative
numbers in Table 3. In all cases we try to compute the neighbors up to 99% accuracy (estimated by sampling an O(1)
subset from I and comparing the GOFMM solution with exhaustive search). While GOFMM has several parameters,
which we did not try to optimize. (Nearest neighbor searches are typically compute bound and significantly benefit from
GPU acceleration; however, GOFMM does not uses GPUs for nearest neighbor searches.) The key take-away from
Table 3 is that compared to the time spent in kNN-DBSCAN, constructing k-NNG is the dominant cost. However, in a
practical setting during hyperparameter search we need to do several kNN-DBSCAN runs; so the k-NNG is amortized.
In our kNN-DBSCAN runs, we only report the timing for the parameters that yield the best clustering quality.
We discuss the weak and strong scaling results for our parallel kNN-DBSCAN algorithm. We break down the time
required for each test into the following parts:
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• local: construction of local MST.
• min-edges: searching minimum edges from edges in the graph cut in the construction of cut MST.
• pointer jumping: finding the roots of each subtree (from the previous iteration) in the construction of cut MST.
• update Ecut: communication for update edges in the graph cut at the very beginning of cut MST construction
and at the end of each Boruvka’s iteration.
We report the averaged number of edges in the graph cut over all MPI ranks, denoted by |Ecut| for each scaling test.
The synthetic datasets randomly generate point distributions on the surfaces of nested spheres. We set kmax to 100. In
each test,  is chosen by a grid search such that all points are core points and the clustering quality is maximized. The
wall-clock time variability with respect to  is not significant and we do not report it. We only report the timing for the
best .
Strong scaling. For strong scalability, we present the results of experiments with 64 million points in 3 dimensions
(Figure 7a), 5 dimensions (Figure 7b), and 32 dimensions (Figure 2). The experiments in each dimension are conducted
by fixing the problem size, and increasing the number of MPI processes from 4 (on 112 cores) to 256 (on 7,168 cores).
Using the tests on 4 MPI processes as baselines, the speedups are 13.8 for 3 dimensions, 16.8 for 5 dimensions and 22.2
for 32 dimensions when 256 MPI processes are used.
We observe that the dimensionality of the dataset has an effect on the number of edges in the graph cut and thus, on
the total wall-clock time. For example, when four MPI processes are used, the average number of edges in the graph cut
increases 170× from 3 dimensions to 32 dimensions. Meanwhile, the time updating edges in the graph cut increase
from 0.1 seconds to 22.5 seconds. The communication time used for updating edges in graph cut increases significantly
to the point that the total time scales as the average number of edges in graph cut. Furthermore, we notice that the
dimension also has an effect on the time for the local MST construction. From our previous complexity analysis, the
local construction does not involve communication and depends mainly on the total number of edges. But the edges in
the graph cut are sorted from the step of searching minimum edges. Therefore, a larger number of edges in the graph
cut can also increase the time of the local phase. But this effect on the local phase is smaller than the effects on the
edges in the graph cut update phase. For example, when 32 MPI processes are used, the time of local MST construction
increases from 0.2 seconds in 3 dimensions to 2.6 seconds in 32 dimensions.
Weak scaling. Our weak scalability results are presented in Figure 8a, 8b and 8c for 3 dimensional, 5 dimensional
and 20 dimensional data sets respectively. For the 3-dimension and 5-dimension experiments, we use a problem size of
1 million points per MPI process, 2 million points per node. The 20-dimension weak-scaling tests are conducted on a
problem size of 16 million points per MPI process from 128 million points up to 65,536 million points. Note that in
the 20 dimensional tests, we used the “128M” data sets as a base, and duplicated it in other tests. For example, the
“512M” test uses 4 of the “128M” data sets. Thus the averaged numbers of edges in the graph cut are all the same in
Figure 8c. This is an artificial test to check the weak scaling of the algorithm without changing the characteristics of the
underlying dataset. We can observe that effect of the dimension is similar to the strong scaling tests. In particular, in the
“1,024M” tests, time for updating edges in the graph cut is 29.5% of the total time in 5 dimensional case, while 13.7%
of the total time in the 3 dimensional test is used for updating edges in the graph cut. In addition, as the number of MPI
process increases, the time of pointer jumping becomes more significant. From our previous complexity analysis, an
increase of MPI ranks will increase the total number of iterations in the cut MST construction and, hence, increase the
number of steps used for pointer jumping in each iteration.
3.2 Comparison with PDBSCAN
We compare kNN-DBSCAN with [13, 12], which has two variants: a single-node multithreaded using OpenMP and an
MPI one (it doesn’t support hybrid parallelism). Although kNN-DBSCAN supports hybrid parallelism, we also used
one MPI process per core for a fair comparison with PDBSCAN. The reported timings include time for both the nearest
neighbor graph construction and the clustering. kNN-DBSCAN uses GOFMM with a number of iterations that results
in 95% or higher accuracy. PDBSCAN uses an internal exact -NNG constructed using a binary KD-tree. We vary M
and  parameters to study their effect on the timings and clustering accuracy. We report a relative  value, the ratio
between the actual  over the median distance to the second nearest neighbor, r˜2 in Table 2. We verified the correctness
of PDBSCAN and our code by comparing its clustering to the clustering produced by Python’s sklearn DBSCAN code.
Our experiments are labeled from #1 to #15. In Table 2 we summarize the datasets we used. In Table 4, we
report wall-clock time and NMI (higher is better) for thee datasets and different combinations of cores and clustering
parameters. The MPI PDBSCAN fails on MNIST70K for unknown reasons; we report timings using the OpenMP
variant (denoted by PDBSCAN-OMP). In Figure 9, we compare strong scaling results using the Uniform1S and
Uniform2S datasets.
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Table 4. Comparison between PDBSCAN and kNN-DBSCAN in wall-clock time (T in seconds) and clustering accuracy
(NMI, higher is better) on three datasets. Both PDBSCAN and kNN-DBSCAN are run in 1 core per MPI process. We
test three different values of  and M . The timings include the k-NNG/-NNG construction. kNN-DBSCAN is 3× to
10× faster; clustering quality is nearly identical.
Dataset #cores T NMI T NMI T NMI
MNIST70K (,M) (1.20, 50) (1.20, 100) (1.39, 100)
# 1 2 3
PDBSCAN-OMP 8 469 0.24 469 0.26 515 0.1056 82 0.24 83 0.26 94 0.10
kNN-DBSCAN 8 62 0.27 80 0.26 80 0.1056 11 0.27 14 0.26 14 0.10
MNIST2M (,M) (28.6, 100) (28.6, 200) (50.0, 200)
# 4 5 6
PDBSCAN 16 190 0.93 180 0.93 703 0.9464 57 0.93 55 0.93 246 0.94
kNN-DBSCAN 16 64 0.93 80 0.93 80 0.9464 16 0.93 20 0.93 20 0.94
CIFAR-10 (,M) (0.93, 100) (0.93, 200) (1.27, 200)
# 7 8 9
PDBSCAN 16 398 0.060 384 0.059 537 0.02264 107 0.060 111 0.059 156 0.022
kNN-DBSCAN 16 115 0.060 84 0.059 84 0.02264 30 0.060 24 0.059 24 0.022
Accuracy. The clustering quality of kNN-DBSCAN and PDSBCAN is almost identical: NMI values of kNN-
DBSCAN and PDBSCAN are the same in runs #2–#9. In #1, NMI of kNN-DBSCAN (0.27) is higher than PDBSCAN
(0.24). In fact, PDBSCAN generates 6 clusters in this run, while kNN-DBSCAN generates 7 clusters. This corresponds
to our conclusion in Theorem 2.1, i.e. the cluster number of kNN-DBSCAN is no less than the cluster number of
DBSCAN. If we compare NMI in #1–#3 with NMI in #4–#6, the clustering quality of MNIST is improved (due to
applying dimension reduction [25]) and becomes less sensitive to the change in  or M . NMI values of CIFAR-10 in
#7–#9 are low. By comparing #7 to #8 and #8 to #9, we can see that the clustering quality is less sensitive to M , but
more sensitive to .
Points of Uniform2S are randomly distributed on the surface of two spheres in 10 dimensions. We report the
median distances of both surfaces in Figure 9. If we choose M = 100 and  = r˜100/r˜2, both algorithms would classify
the points on outer surface as noise. In order to recover both of the clusters, we choose  = r˜100/r˜2 of the outer surface.
This will not cause problem in kNN-DBSCAN since kNN-DBSCAN is not sensitive to . But PDBSCAN runs out of
memory #14 since -range searches for the inner sphere has O(n2) work and memory cost.
Efficiency. In Figure 9, kNN-DBSCAN is 37× faster than PDBSCAN on Uniform1S when  = 1.18 and M = 10
(from #10 and #12), and 26× faster than PDBSCAN when  = 1.37 and M = 100 (from #11 and #13). For
MNIST70K, kNN-DBSCAN is 6 − 8× faster than PDBSCAN with all of the three parameter choices in #1–#3.
For MNIST2M, kNN-DBSCAN is 4 − 12× faster than PDBSCAN from #4–#6. We can also observe that runtime
of kNN-DBSCAN is sensitive to the change in M if we compare #1 and #4 to #2 and #5. Note that run time of
kNN-DBSCAN decreases from #7 to #8 with even larger M . In fact, to achieve 95% accuracy of kNN-G construction
in CIFAR-10, k = 100 (#7) needs more GOFMM iterations than that of k = 200 (#8). PDBSCAN is more sensitive.
For example, wall-clock time of PDBSCAN in #7 using 64 cores is 107s. The run time does not change much if we
double M (#8), but increases to 156s if we increase  to 1.27 (#9).
In Figure 10 we report kNN-DBSCAN’s NMI and number of clusters as a function of  for MNIST70K;  = 1.20
generates the best NMI (0.27) with 7 clusters, which is the case in run #1. Notice that finding the correct  doesn’t
require recomputation of the k-NNG; that’s not the case for PDBSCAN. Also the timings for kNN-DBSCAN can be
even smaller if we use looser GOFMM accuracy. In fact, for most datasets reducing the accuracy to 75% has no effect
on the clustering quality.
4 Conclusions
We presented kNN-DBSCAN, an algorithm based on k-nearest-neighbor graphs, proved its correctness, and demon-
strated scalability both in the problem size and the dimension. In our implementation the most expensive part of the
algorithm is the construction of k-NNG, which can be considered as a preprocessing step for each dataset.
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Fig. 9. Strong scaling comparison between PDBSCAN and kNN-DBSCAN on synthetic data sets with 2 MPI
processes/node. Input parameters  and M on Uniform1S are presented in the bracket of each legend. For Uniform2S,
M = 100 and  = r˜100/r˜2 of the outer surface. Runs of PDBSCAN in #14 fail because it runs out of memory due to
the calculation of -NNG.
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Fig. 10. Clustering results (NMI and number of clusters) of kNN-DBSCAN on MNIST70K with M = 50 and different
values of .
Limitations and future directions: The kNN-DBSCAN is not formally equivalent to DBSCAN. For certain
parameter values the result in similar clustering and in our test the results were indistinguishable. From a theoretical
perspective, one open question is the effect of k-NNG accuracy on clustering. But we remark that, since clustering
is very fast, we could perform clustering at every k-NNG iteration and terminate when the NMI between subsequent
clusterings has converged to some specified accuracy. In this way, the effect of inexactness in k-NNG can be fully
controlled. From a practical perspective, an interesting direction is to extend our approach to the OPTICS algorithm [29]
that addresses a limitation of DBSCAN: it assumes that  is fixed in the whole dataset. Another algorithmic improvement
is to support the hierarchical DBSCAN that robustly selects clusters and compares well with OPTICS [30]. The major
difference with hierarchical DBSCAN is that it requires an exact MST. Another possible avenue for improvement is to
consider GPU acceleration. The k-NNG is compute intensive and can be accelerated dramatically. However this is not
in our scope since we assume the k-NNG is given. The DBSCAN algorithm itself is essentially a graph algorithm, and
thus is communication bound. It can still benefit from faster memory hierarchy; but the implementation would have to
be changed.
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